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Code42 Enterprise
Deployment Strategies
Cloud flexibility, combined with uncompromising data security
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Two primary strategies are available today for enterprise software—
Cloud and On-Premises deployments. However, many cloud vendors
force enterprises to choose between data security or deployment
flexibility: they’re either unable or unwilling to give the enterprise both.
Code42 allows organizations to select their preferred deployment
strategy and all deployment types meet or exceed rigorous industry
standards for data security.
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Code42 Cloud

A cloud deployment stores all endpoint
data in Code42-managed data centers
throughout the world. Code42 offers two
cloud configurations: multi-tenant and
single-tenant.

CLOUD

⊲	Adheres

to the strictest security requirements,
exceeding nearly every industry standard
•	SSAE16, ISO27001 and other security
certifications

⊲	All are proactively

monitored and
supported 24/7
by award-winning
Code42 Customer
Champions

⊲	Empowers

CLOUD

Store your endpoint data and encryption keys in the
secure Code42 cloud.

enterprises to choose their security model:

•	Store endpoint data and encryption keys
securely in the Code42 cloud
⊲	Offers

fast deployment and infinite scalability

⊲	Keeps

every file, every version forever, including deleted data

⊲	Provides
⊲	Data



fast, convenient access to file restores to end users

centers located throughout the world
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On-Premises
Private deployment

ON-PREMISES

Code42’s private deployment stores all your
endpoint data in your data center on your own
hardware or a finely-tuned Code42 appliance.
⊲	Is

an instance of the proven Code42 on-premises,
behind your firewall
PRIVATE

encryption keys and data on-premises
secure in your own data center

SECURITY MODEL

⊲	Keeps

Store all your endpoint data within your data center
or choose to store some in the Code42 cloud and
on-premises.

⊲	Can

be easily and securely deployed in multiple
locations for multi-destination and high availability

⊲	Can

also be deployed on your own hardware

⊲	Also

store a portion or all data in the Code42 Cloud

Hybrid deployment

A hybrid deployment gives you the best of both deployments
by storing data in the Code42 cloud and on-premises.
⊲	Enables

you to maintain the onsite master server

⊲	Enables

you to keep the encryption keys on-premises, behind the firewall

⊲	Meets

the security and performance requirements of your organization

Regardless of the deployment strategy, Code42 gives enterprises
the final say when it comes to data security. You get the flexibility
you desire, and the security you need.
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Code42, the leader in cloud-based endpoint data security and recovery, protects more than 47,000 organizations worldwide. Code42 enables IT and security teams to centrally manage and protect critical data
for some of the most recognized brands in business and education. From monitoring endpoint data movement and use, to meeting data privacy regulations, to simply and rapidly recovering from data incidents no
matter the cause, Code42 is central to any organization’s data security strategy. Code42 is headquartered in Minneapolis, MN and backed by Accel Partners, JMI Equity, NEA and Split Rock Partners.
For more information, visit code42.com. © 2017
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